OPTIMUM HEALTH AND BALANCE AWAIT
Laminine helps support health beneﬁts throughout the body.
Sleep and Skin Improvement*
• Promotes more restful sleep*
• Moderates the stress response*
• Builds collagen for healthier skin*
• Reduces signs of normal aging*

Stress & Strain Relief*
• Maintains healthy cortisol levels*
• Regulates serotonin levels*
• Reduces signs of mental stress*
• Supports emotional balance*

Energy and Physical Strength*
• Improves stamina and energy*
• Enjoy faster post workout recovery*
• Enhances muscle tone and strength*
• Increases libido/sexual desire*

Mental & Emotional Boost*
• Stimulates natural DHEA production*
• Aids in brain function and activity*
• Improves focus*
• Enhances overall sense of well-being*

LAMININE ENDORSEMENTS
Optimum Health

Energy and Physical Strength
“To be successful, you have to be persistent, believe
in yourself and love the company and product you
are involved in. I have been through seven months
of therapy to improve my health, and I believe
Laminine assisted in my recovery by allowing me to
sleep well and maintain my muscle tone and strength. I am looking
forward to getting even more involved with LifePharm in the coming
months and well into the future.”
- Laurene B., Australia

Mental and Emotional Boost
“Laminine changed my life both physically and ﬁnancially. Since
my own health has improved, we also hope to share LifePharm as
a way for people to make a living. We intend to make Laminine a
household brand name, because it truly is ‘the miracle of life in a
capsule,’ not only in the Philippines but also globally. It is a crime
not to share the amazing beneﬁts of Laminine.”
- Emily S., Philippines

Stress and Strain Relief
“Laminine and OMEGA+++ are very good
Mental and Emotional Boost
products. Although my family and I were not
Since I have taken Laminine, I have not experienced any anxiety,
unhealthy, we feel the products fortiﬁed us. Many
something that I usually have to contend with. Being 100 percent
friends really needed the products and when I
sold on the product, I started sharing the same to those near and
share them, we were gratiﬁed to see their health
dear to me. The positive responses just keep on ﬂowing. Laminine improve within only two or three months. My goal is to inform as
has proven to be what we call ‘the miracle of life in a capsule.’” many people as possible about the amazing health beneﬁts of
- Dennis A., Philippines
these two products.”
- Tatiana G., U.S.A.
Sleep and Skin Improvement
“After consuming Laminine for only two weeks,
my husband and I experienced signiﬁcant
improvements to our health. Friends and family
have also felt beneﬁts in the area of skin, sleep,
digestion, and fatigue. We plan to expand our
LifePharm business to as many people as possible, so they too
may experience a natural approach to health.”
- Dessy H., Indonesia
“I use Laminine personally and so does my wife.
I’ve been a doctor since 2012 and learned about
Laminine through my uncle. I share information about
the beneﬁts of Laminine with my family, friends and
colleagues. My uncle helps me navigate the Virtual
Ofﬁce. Right now I just share information about Laminine with
everyone I meet, including my patients.”
- Dr. Julius Buana R. Sp.B, Indonesia
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Mental and Emotional Boost
Energy and Physical Strength
“In general, I am a healthy person and was not
“Joining LifePharm has made me feel like a new
looking to make signiﬁcant changes to my physical
person. When I tell people how much better I
well-being. Nonetheless, since I started taking
feel with Laminine and OMEGA+++, they want to
Laminine, I have noticed speciﬁc beneﬁts. For one,
try it. When they do, they have positive results of
I haven’t caught a cold even once. For me, that
their own. I went from not sleeping and lacking
means my immune system is stronger. I no longer get down and conﬁdence to being energetic and productive.”
feel better overall.”
- Nina A., U.S.A.
- Svetlana G., U.S.A.
Sleep and Skin Improvement and Mental and Emotional Boost
“Ever since I joined LifePharm, I have been sharing stories about
Energy and Physical Strength
Laminine with everybody I meet. Then in December, I began to
“Before my sister introduced me to Laminine, I was ﬁghting a
take OMEGA+++. I lost ﬁve pounds and my ﬁngernails became
relentless battle with my physical frustrations. I often had to skip
strong as iron. My focus and memory have improved, and I can
appointments or commitments I had made due to my physical
remember a surprising number of things that would have escaped
discomforts. Now I feel my struggles are ﬁnally over. Laminine
has given me a new life, and I’m proud to share it with people in me before. I sleep like a baby and for me, there has been a very
big improvement in my quality of life.”
need.”
- Galina L., U.S.A.
- Marieliza I., Philippines
Sleep and Skin Improvement
“Laminine has improved my health and skin. As my health is
enhanced, my income has increased! I will introduce Laminine
to many people, so they can feel the beneﬁts. I will also pursue
further qualiﬁcations to achieve higher ranks.”
- Linda, Indonesia
Stress and Strain Relief
“I was both an athlete and a member of the
military; but in recent years, the pain in my legs
prevented me from sleeping at night. Less than a
month after taking Laminine, I experienced great
relief and my sleep improved substantially.”
- Rashid T., U.S.A.
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Energy and Physical Strength and Stress & Strain Relief
“Laminine is a product that gives hope and
opportunity to everyone to achieve their goals.
For me personally, Laminine has helped to
increase my strength and stamina, as well as
handle stress better.”
- Olga S., U.S.A.

Stress and Strain Relief
“I usually take 2 Laminine capsules in the morning
and then 2 some time in the afternoon. I like
to describe my experience as brain changing,
because it not only has changed how I feel but
how I think.”
- Rick G., U.S.A.

Mental and Emotional Boost
“Laminine is the most amazing product I’ve ever
worked with in 27 years. No other nutritional
product does so much, for so many, for so little,
so fast. The key is to talk to as many people as
possible, tell them your story and the stories of
others who have seen results.”
- Roger D., U.S.A.

Mental and Emotional Boost
“I am so thankful for Laminine. After taking Laminine for three
days, I could think more clearly. After seven days, my sinuses
cleared up and I’ve had sinus problems for years. In 14 days my
eyesight improved so much that I could thread the needle on my
sewing machine. In 21 days I had a lot more energy and even
lost some weight. Also, my ﬁngernails are now much stronger
and healthier. I am 73 years of age and I feel that my health has
really improved.”
- Muriel M., U.S.A.

Energy and Physical Strength
“Laminine gave my wife her health back, after struggling with
physical issues for more than two years. We share her story, the
products and then follow up with the business opportunity. We
invite people to health seminars and have created AHA, which
stands for Amazing Health of Action.”
- Rendy I., Indonesia
Mental and Emotional Boost
When I received such good results from
Laminine, I was inspired to work the business
opportunity. When sharing with others, I start by
doing a product presentation and then show the
compensation plan. I am happy to be able to help
people not only with their health but also with their ﬁnances.”
- Edison T., Philippines
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Energy and Physical Strength
“When I ﬁrst started taking Laminine, I recorded how I felt every
single day. I couldn’t believe that I didn’t have the heavy feeling
behind my eyes that I used to experience daily. I feel so refreshed
and have so much energy. My dad actually thought I was
glowing! My family has seen such a change in me. Some people
might be skeptical but Laminine works differently on everyone so I
tell everybody to give it a try.”
- Melissa T., Australia
Energy and Physical Strength
“We came across Laminine through a massage therapist and
noticed an extremely positive impact on our well-being. Yes, we
were skeptical at ﬁrst but we did our research, tried the product,
and realized our skepticism was unfounded. We will continue
taking Laminine because we’re experiencing such wonderful
beneﬁts. I (Catherine) have personally experienced amazing
results in my energy levels and motivations. I feel better now than
I did 20 years ago. I injured my thigh and felt no improvement in
four months, but three weeks into taking Laminine and I feel better!
My husband’s mood has lifted, his energy has improved and he’s
more motivated! He’s able to do more exercise now and has a
faster recovery time. I highly recommend Laminine.”
- Catherine & Ken B., New Zealand
Sleep and Skin Improvement
“Every day at the end of my shift at work, I always had
headaches because of long hours in front of the computer and
the work I did. I also had trouble sleeping. But after three days of
taking Laminine, I was able to sleep soundly and haven’t felt those
bad headaches.”
- Hannah D., Philippines

Sleep and Skin Improvement
“I’ve had problems with my back for over 24
years and chiropractors, yoga, acupuncture and
reﬂexology didn’t help. I’d spend a day in the
garden and my back would be wrecked for a
week. It was so bad in the morning that I’d have to
get down on my hands and knees just to tuck the bed sheets in.
My cousin told me about Laminine and the ﬁrst night after taking
it, I slept like never before. I felt an amazing sense of calmness
come over me. After taking Laminine for two months, I seriously
could not believe the improvement in my health. I can now work
in my garden without discomfort and had no pain after a recent
move—I lifted heavy boxes and moved furniture! My nails are
no longer brittle, my hair is stronger and my skin is smoother.
Laminine is the most powerful (and natural) product I’ve ever seen,
and I’m now a full time IBO with LifePharm.”
- Erica M., Australia
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Energy and Physical Strength
“I ﬁrst started consuming Laminine in June 2012.
In the ﬁrst week I noticed I had more energy, and
then my sleep improved! I struggled with sleep
deprivation and hormone imbalances for years. But
as time went on, I noticed my back problems that
began 25 years ago were gone. My digestion improved and
other physical problems eventually dissipated. I love this product
and share it with anyone I can.”
- Christine R., U.S.A.

Sleep and Skin Improvement
“This is Margaret’s story: ‘I had severe discomfort in my lower
abdomen before I started taking Laminine. Now I feel better,
sleep more soundly and am happier. I also started giving
Laminine to my daughter and I can’t express to you the positive
change and difference it’s made in both of our lives. As a mother,
I know I’m giving her something natural that will improve her
quality of life.’”
- Michele W., Australia

Mental and Emotional Boost
Sleep and Skin Improvement
“With LifePharm, I found a company that aligns
“My friend Sue says my ﬁngernails are growing!
with my belief system and passion. Laminine is
For years I had a terrible problem with my nails. I
such a strong and effective product that delivers
tried everything but they were still weak. Now they
quick results for the majority of people. My family
are growing again. I have been able to do other
and I have experienced life-changing results to our
activities and have enough energy left to teach
health. When people see the value in the product, their belief
ballet class. This is really big. I think it’s time to reorder.”
grows and they want to tell others.”
- Joanie S., U.S.A.
- Brigitte H., Australia
Stress and Strain Relief
“My sister took Laminine and saw a difference after just one day.
She had to wear back support for over 16 years but doesn’t
have to any longer. The discomfort in her joints, hands and legs
has disappeared. She experienced some retracing but it was
very minimal. Laminine is a remarkable supplement that I will
recommend to people suffering from all sorts of ailments.”
- Christina E., U.S.A.

CATEGORY IMG

“Before starting with LifePharm, I lived solely on
a small pension. I am still on that small pension,
but now its easier to live, because LifePharm has
helped improved my ﬁnancial state. I work my
LifePharm business about four hours a day with the
support of my upline.”
- Wanda Anna K., Poland
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Stress and Strain Relief
“The ﬁrst and most important factor that enabled
me to see what a wonderful opportunity I had
found was Laminine. After only a short period of
time, my partner Elizabeth and I knew we had
found something very special. Both of us overcame
some old health issues. Most remarkably, Elizabeth is able to
manage her issues with multiple sclerosis to the point that she is
going to the gym twice a week.”
- Chris E., U.K.

Energy and Physical Strength
“Pete was diagnosed with myotonic muscular dystrophy about 27
years ago. Pete says, ‘I can do more things such as walk again;
I’m not in a wheelchair now, which is an amazing feeling. With
this independence, I’ve been able to travel to more places, such
as Bali. In Bali, I was able to go out every day and sometimes
walk a few kilometers. Since coming back from Bali with renewed
invigoration and conﬁdence, I started driving again for short trips.
It just feels great to have my independence and mobility back.’”
- Lucie D., Australia

Stress and Strain Relief
Sleep and Skin Improvement
“My friend introduced me to Laminine in October 2012. I had
“I decided to try Laminine, and the results were
some hormone issues and didn’t taking hormone replacements.
simply stunning. My sleep and mood improved, my
Since I started taking Laminine, my entire body has changed. I
level of energy increased, and my hair began to take
don’t get hot ﬂashes and feel so much better mentally. It seems
on a more natural color. I had taken other dietary
as though the longer you take Laminine, the better your body
supplements for years and never achieved any of
feels. Once, I stopped taking Laminine and could really feel a
these positive results!”
difference, so Laminine is a necessity for me today. I will continue - Vyara M., Latvia
telling others about it.”
- Karen M., U.S.A.
Mental and Emotional Boost
“I like the products and became interested in how
to get it for free. At LifePharm, we can be successful
while using the products every day and telling
people about the beneﬁts of overall well-being and
looking good. When you are taking Laminine, you
are a walking advertisement, because everyone can see how
you look younger, have more energy and become more cheerful.
It’s like turning back the biological clock! When friends see you
transform so positively, they ask about it. That is how I already
have someone to work with.”
- Anna W., Poland
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Energy and Physical Strength
“The ﬁrst time I heard about Laminine was in early
2013. At that time, my daughter had an operation
and could not recover. We took vitamins, changed
up her diet and made sure she was active.
However, she was weak, pale and was not able
to perform in school. After just the ﬁrst capsules, my daughter’s
appetite returned, she became more energetic and started doing
well in school. In a very short period of time, she recovered
completely. We’ve been working with this product for more than
a year now and have not only improved our own health, but the
health of many others. Thank you for this wonderful product.”
- Vladimir K., Russia
Stress and Strain Relief
“Laminine has helped reduce my stress levels, and
I now sleep much better. My body feels stronger
overall and is more balanced than it has been
for years. After 20 years, I now am able to play
tennis again without the help of knee supports.
In addition, my personal growth has come from increased
knowledge about Laminine and its impact on health issues. It has
given me tremendous joy and pleasure to see people regain their
health after following and trusting my advice.”
- Clare T., U.K.
Energy and Physical Strength
“The LifePharm products have improved my health.
I have had an increase of about 20-25 percent in
stamina, power and endurance during my workouts.
I feel less stress and have experienced a general
sense of well-being. My primary reason for being
part of LifePharm is because of the company’s unique and powerful
products.”
- Dr. Jose T., Puerto Rico

Sleep and Skin Improvement
“Laminine has given my husband and me sustained
energy. We sleep better and people notice our
glowing skin. I believe I’ve become a better person,
as I share my knowledge of the products and help
others create and manage a healthier lifestyle.”
- Lucy S., Philippines
Stress and Strain Relief
“Laminine is a no-brainer. Everyone needs to be taking this
product. We have built large networks for the last 20 years and
never seen anything take off the way it has with Laminine! I know
it has helped us deal with stress, anxiety and emotional issues.
It has also helped us create a general sense of balance in our
health and well-being.”
- Tanya W., Australia
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Mental and Emotional Boost
“About four years ago I was in an accident where I was rearended. It gave me whiplash and aggravated some prior brain
injuries. I began to experience disorientation and memory loss.
I was constantly having to remind myself what day it was; I put
things in my calendar for the wrong day; I couldn’t keep running
my husband’s busy practice and even had an employee tell me
I should be on disability. I made some progress working with a
chiropractic neurologist but I still struggled and stress made me
regress, and then a friend gave me Laminine and asked me just
to take one that night. By the next morning, a headache I’d had
for two weeks was gone and the longer I take the product, the
more improvements I notice. My knees are much better, to the
point where I can even run a little and my memory has improved!
I love being functional and Laminine made it happen!”
- Brenda E., U.S.A.
Sleep and Skin Improvement
“My main reason for being part of LifePharm is
that the company has changed my life for the
better. Laminine gave me more energy to work and
calmed me down inside. Another important beneﬁt
is that my daughter no longer suffers from skin
allergies. As a result of my own positive experiences, I always
introduce people to LifePharm by showing them the products. I
think the most important thing in helping people is to give them
good quality and needed products. I treat informing people about
Laminine and its beneﬁts as a mission. After someone shows an
interest in the product, I help them choose the best Pack for them
and recommend enrolling in LifePharm.”
- Grazyna D., Poland

Sleep and Skin Improvement
“Laminine has contributed to my life personally
with renewed energy and zest for life, weight loss,
increased metabolism, easing difﬁcult hormonal
issues, and a complete absence of menopausal
symptoms. I’ve also seen improvement to my skin
and scalp allergies that I have had for so many years that I was
resigned to have them for the rest of my life.”
- Julie W., Australia
Energy and Physical Strength
“I always introduce the product and its beneﬁts. I also tell people
my personal story, whether I’m on the phone, one-on-one or by
email. With Laminine, I have more energy, and I’m able to move
around more freely. I have delayed a scheduled injection for my
inﬂamed ligaments, and it’s been ﬁve weeks now and I feel a
deﬁnite improvement.”
- Maria C., Australia
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Energy and Physical Strength
Stress and Strain Relief
“Personally, I have used Laminine for a year,
“I became interested in LifePharm because I
and the experience has been very positive. I feel
wanted to improve my health. Laminine has helped
energetic now and never did before. Emotionally,
me a great deal. For example, my blood pressure
I no longer take prescription medications. I have
has stabilized, I sleep better and I feel less stressed
beautiful endorsements from people I’ve shared the
out. Even my concentration has gotten better and
product with, and they are also happy in their transformations.”
I feel much more energetic. Since I personally have experienced
so many improvements both physically and mentally, I tell
- Enid A., Puerto Rico
everybody about Laminine and how well it works for our bodies.”
- Grazyna K., Poland
Mental and Emotional Boost
“I started to notice the effects of taking Laminine on
the fourth day. My ability to focus and my physical Energy and Physical Strength
“I tested the LifePharm products and they’ve
stamina had never been as strong. Now I feel more
far surpassed what I expected. Many friends
productive than ever and believe this remarkable
have had great results from trying the LifePharm
experience should be shared with everyone.”
products, and I personally experienced a faster
- Amin S., Indonesia
recovery time after doing sports.”
Raymond
A.,
Germany
Energy and Physical Strength
“LifePharm products have helped me personally—I
need less sleep and have more energy throughout
the day than before. I am able to concentrate more
and have lost about two kilograms, while feeling
completely comfortable. When playing sports, I
notice that my muscles work better and recover faster.”
- Michael B., Germany
Sleep and Skin Improvement
“I began taking Laminine and felt stronger, had
more energy, and my face and body actually
started to look younger. I also saw my hair look
healthier and my nails grown stronger. In addition,
my head discomfort dissipated, my blood pressure
normalized and most remarkably, I felt happier and excited to live
each new day!”
- Gulzira K., Kazakhstan
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Sleep and Skin Improvement
“I usually introduce the product ﬁrst, since my
primary reason for joining LifePharm was due to the
unique products that show positive results quickly.
After taking Laminine for the ﬁrst time, I noticed
positive changes the very next day. I sleep a lot
better and recover from workouts much faster. With the help of
the information about Laminine, I was able to offer other people
the possibility of improving their health and ﬁnancial situation.”
- Dariusz J., Germany
Energy and Physical Strength
“The best beneﬁt of being part of LifePharm is to be
able to help people become healthier, physically.
My background helps me to relate to people—I
was an insurance agent and manager and then a
freelance property agent—so I introduce the product
ﬁrst. Later on, I discuss the business possibilities with them, if they
are interested.”
- Herry S., Indonesia
Energy and Physical Strength
“I introduce LifePharm by starting with a product
demonstration and telling about my own
experiences. I thought I was in pretty good shape
before taking Laminine, but what a misconception
that was! Ever since taking Laminine, I no longer
have any sore muscles after working out and my recovery times are
noticeably shorter. On top of that, I have lost eight kilograms in six
weeks!”
- Thomas S., Germany

Sleep and Skin Improvement
“Every day I take Laminine and feel that it gives me
the energy I need to get everything done. I am less
tired than I used to be and get much better sleep.
Laminine has also helped me in another big way:
By sharing the beneﬁts of Laminine with others, this
semester I was able to rent my own apartment.”
Samantha G., U.S.A.
Sleep and Skin Improvement
“After joining LifePharm and using the products, I
feel better, sleep very well, have more energy, feel
less stressed and have improved circulation. Even
my hair and skin have noticeably improved. I also
believe my concentration is better.”
- Thomas T., Germany
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Energy and Physical Strength
“I have been taking Laminine since October of 2015. I didn’t
have any notable illnesses and did not take any prescription
medication. With Laminine, I am feeling exceptionally well and
have lots of energy. I’m 81 years old and hope I have some
nice years left to live and am looking forward to a future with
LifePharm.”
- Hubert B., Germany
Sleep and Skin Improvement
“Laminine is a product that equals many other
products put together, because it has so many
beneﬁts. It’s a health supplement but also works
to help manage weight, hair growth and even
the complexion. The product somehow meets the
needs of everyone.”
- Gyeonghee C., Korea
Mental and Emotional Boost
“The LifePharm products do not need to be sold.
People want to buy them once they know the
possible beneﬁts. All you have to do is share
your own results with friends and acquaintances.
I personally share that LifePharm has transformed
my fate and the lives of my family members. My sister used to be
extremely physically challenged and has returned to health. My
elderly parents feel much better, and I personally am happier. I
actually feel younger and have an overall sense of well-being.”
- Galina V., U.S.A.

Energy and Physical Strength
“I was a professional badminton player and won
multiple championships in Germany, but have been
a sports business consultant for over 20 years now.
My sponsor, Fabian Becker recommended the
products to me and I feel more ﬁt and healthy as
a result. When I share LifePharm, I always start with the product
because of the positive effects it has had on my health. I believe in
these products 100 percent.”
- Uwe S., Germany
Mental and Emotional Boost
“I am a second year university student of Health
Sciences. When I ﬁrst joined LifePharm in 2013,
I started using Laminine and realized it was very
effective for my overall health. Laminine can do so
much. You simply have to open up your mouth and
tell someone about it the fantastic product, Laminine.”
- Hj Alizan Ali Marsal, Malaysia
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Energy and Physical Strength
“I’ve been doing business with LifePharm for about
a year now. What led me to LifePharm was my
physical condition. I continually had dizziness,
headaches, and my left hand and leg were not
as strong as my right. My friend introduced me to
Laminine, because it had helped her. I was suspicious at ﬁrst, but
I knew I had to do something to help myself. Only two hours after
taking two Laminine capsules, I felt the best I had in years. My
body felt balanced. I decided this was something really worth
sharing. I never expected so many people to write messages to
thank me for helping to improve their lives and health. I’m now in
a position to supply Laminine to everyone in my family.”
- Bartlomiej Gorka, Poland

Sleep and Skin Improvement
“LifePharm products ﬁt perfectly into my work as a
health educator. I work holistically as a therapist,
practice medical hypnosis and help people remove
blockages. Our personal experiences with LifePharm
products are very satisfying—we have better
digestion, energy and sleep. My personal best was in getting rid
of my menopausal discomforts by taking two Laminine capsules
three times a day!”
- Yvonne Senn, Germany

Energy and Physical Strength
“I’ve been a general manager with the same textile
company for 28 years. Last year I suffered from a
physical issue with what seemed to be a pinched
nerve. I couldn’t make it better for eight months. My
friend introduced me to Laminine and after only ﬁve
days, I felt so much better. After three weeks, I felt myself again.”
- Teddy S., Indonesia
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Stress and Strain Relief
“With LifePharm products, I have experienced
increased energy and stamina and feel more
positive about life and the future. As a result, my
Mental and Emotional Boost
wife and family are happier and less stressed. I
“I was looking for something that would help my
believe LifePharm has the most effective and wellmother. She is elderly and suffering from memory
researched natural whole food supplement I’ve ever encountered
loss and confusion. Sometimes she would not
in 30 years of medical practice.”
recognize us, and we were ready to seek assistance - Dr. John Michael P., U.S.A.
from a nursing home. The doctors told us that she
would not improve and would only deteriorate. I gave Laminine to
my mother to try and we saw positive changes after four weeks.
She was regaining some of her memory, she knows where she is
and we do not have any trouble with her. Her physical issues also
decreased, and her blood pressure stabilized.”
- Maciej T., Poland
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Energy and Physical Strength
“For about 14 years, my wife Tammy suffered from
a number of auto-immune disorders. After only 11
weeks of taking Laminine and OMEGA+++, her
discomforts have dissipated by 95 percent. It has
now been eight months since she is virtually free
of any physical complaints. Personally, Laminine helped me with
Restless Leg Syndrome in only three days, something I’ve had for
about 23 years! It has changed my life.”
- Isaac M., U.S.A.

Energy and Physical Strength
“With LifePharm, I’ve grown physically, emotionally
and mentally. Since the third week of consuming
Laminine, I felt my life change. I feel younger and
brighter; I have gained muscle and a stronger sense
of balance. Because of my personal transformation
I introduce people to LifePharm with the products. My goal is to
share the superior quality of life that Laminine can provide with as
many people as possible.”
- Gerd S., Germany

Mental and Emotional Boost
“I work in my psychotherapy practice and enjoy
helping people reach a complete state of wellbeing. I especially like to help people maintain
a drug-free lifestyle, so Laminine and all the other
products ﬁt into this scheme perfectly. Being able
to help people with the LifePharm products inspires me, as
does the culture and philosophy of the company. LifePharm has
allowed me to see many people recover from their physical and
mental challenges and become healthy again. That is my biggest
reward.”
- Slawomira G., Germany

Sleep and Skin Improvement
“Laminine has enriched our lives in every respect.
We have experienced many positive changes.
We sleep better, think more clearly, have a more
balanced psyche, have more energy and stamina,
and overall, improved in the performance of our
daily activities. We have experienced a signiﬁcant reduction in
cortisol levels and feel less stress. Outwardly, we see healthierlooking skin, hair and nails.”
- Alexander R., Germany

Stress and Strain Relief
“I always highlight the excellence and strength of LifePharm
products. In fact, I personally had been thinking about aging and
becoming worn out. I used to be hesitant in eating heavy food, but
I no longer have any digestive issues. After consuming LifePharm
products regularly, I feel healthier and younger, even as I am
naturally growing older. Feeling so well makes me look at life in
a fresh and cheerful way. I even feel more beautiful after taking
LifePharm products!”
- Sang J., Korea
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Energy and Physical Strength
“I am fascinated with the ﬁbroblast growth factor
(FGF) in the Laminine formulation. I do life and
health counseling and have a background as
a medical ofﬁce assistant, so I am interested in
products that promote health. I have tested all the
LifePharm products by personally consuming them, and I ﬁnd all
four to be awesome. The beauty of it is that they are natural. In
my case, I feel more energetic. I don’t have health problems,
but the energy I have gained in daily living as well as during my
swimming gives me a lot of self-conﬁdence. In addition, I have
noticed an increased clarity in my mind.”
- Ursula F., Germany
Energy and Physical Strength
“I am from Germany but live in the Philippines.
How I ended up in the Philippines is quite
amazing. In 2010, no doctor in Germany was
able to help me with my chronic condition, and I
especially had a lot of back issues. I was on a lot
of medication every day. By 2013, I was living in Thailand and
went on a three-week vacation to the Philippines. There I saw a
billboard at the beach on Cebu. When I got back to Thailand, I
researched the product and the company on that billboard. What
I learned motivated me to ﬂy back to the Philippines two weeks
later. Six weeks after that, I moved to the Philippines. The reason,
of course, is that I had found Laminine and in three weeks, I was
feeling good for the ﬁrst time in years.”
- Michael Hardt, Philippines

“LifePharm products, and Laminine in particular,
helped me with my health. My doctor had advised
me to take maintenance medicine in order to
support better levels for vascular health, but I didn’t
listen to him. I increased my intake of Laminine and
a few months later, laboratory test results were so good that my
doctor advised me to stop the medication. I informed him I had
never taken the medicine and gave him a Laminine brochure.”
- Luzma Kalayaan R., Philippines
“When introducing people to LifePharm, I prefer to
start with the power of the product. I always start
with an endorsement of Laminine and how this one
product virtually saved my mother’s life. I asked the
doctors to let me give Laminine to my mother and
explained how it works. The team of doctors agreed to review
the progress within ﬁve days. I consider it a miracle, as Laminine
helped my mother recover totally.”
- Dr. Sulistya P., ST, MA, Indonesia
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“LifePharm produces huge results for people who
“To introduce people to LifePharm, I share product
regularly use the products. There is nothing you
endorsements and health awareness with them.
have to do than to actively adhere to this motto:
I distribute lots of ﬂyers and also give them to
‘Get the product, feel it, share it.’ Create an action
prospects and customers. LifePharm is like ‘bread
plan and consistently executing it produces results—
and butter’ to me—the product is a true staple in
LifePharm is the vehicle that will take us to our dream goals.”
my daily regimen.”
- Jolanta K., Poland
- Hjh Hamimah Abd R., Silver IBO, Malaysia
“When I introduce people to LifePharm, I prefer to
“Prior to joining LifePharm, I was a consultant in
start with the product. I am happy and grateful to
the natural health and supplement industry for
be able to help a lot of people improve their health
eight years. Because of my background, I truly
with Laminine. My team and I conduct Laminine
understand the beneﬁts of LifePharm products.
seminars three times a week, going from town to
When I introduce others to the company, I begin
town, especially in Surabaya, Jogjakarta, Bali and Jakarta.”
by sharing the science and knowledge behind the products.”
- Roman S., Indonesia
- Mariusz L., Poland
“Depending on the people I’m speaking with,
I introduce aspects of LifePharm that would be
of interest to them. Usually, that would be the
product. After all, there are thousands of business
opportunities, but there is only on Laminine! My own
personal reason for joining LifePharm is because of the uniqueness
of the products.”
- Daniel B., Germany
“I have always been a product driven person,
not having come from a network marketing
background. I am more interested in clients and
introducing them to the amazing things Laminine
can do for them. I believe in doing research on
our products, learning about them and educating myself as well
as others. When you are knowledgeable about what you are
selling, it helps you stand out in the marketplace.”
- Sophie D., U.K.
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